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1) This is my #Qanon thread for June 7, 2020

Q posts can be found here:

qanon.pub

qanon.news/Q

Android apps:

qalerts.app/app/

My Theme: Not All Posts Are For Anons

QMAP: Mobile Apps
RSS feeds that you can use with your favorite RSS reader

https://qmap.pub/info/mobile

2) After Q posted a link to tweet last night, the 8kun board and Twitter erupted in controversy
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over whether Q had made a mistake. 

Q's response was: "Not all posts are meant for anons."

This thread will explore how (and why) Q addresses people other than anons.

3) Some posts by Q are obviously intended for a particular person. 

Q frequently sends messages to Jack Dorsey, the CEO of Twitter.

4) Q also posts messages intended for Edward Snowden.

5) Sometimes, Q trolls his enemies.

6)
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LdeRothschild
@LdeRothschild

Hi E!
I sleep like a baby twitter.com/ElemiFuentes/s…

Elemi Fuentes @ElemiFuentes
Replying to @ElemiFuentes

356-One more time for those of you who weren't paying attention:
The #Bronfmans, The #Rothschilds (@ldeRothschild & @DavMicRot 
how are you guys sleeping lately?) & Miss #Salzman all have ties to 
the #Clinton Global Initiative. 
Let's get back to The #Bronfmans & #Raniere #QAnon

19 2:29 AM - Jun 2, 2020

39 people are talking about this

7) Sometimes Q replies to people who post on the board.

8) 😎

9) On Thursday night, Q posted this message addressed to particular members of the military
—"EAM loyalists."
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10) Q sent this message to Lisa Page after anons realized the photo he posted from London
showed her walking with her co-conspirators.

11) A Congressional hearing on the Clinton Foundation was scheduled for December 5, 2018.
The week before, Q posted this message, ostensibly sent to the person who leaked information
about US Attorney Huber's investigation of the Clinton Foundation.

12) The message was actually intended for the deep state. They held a funeral for Bush 41
that day, delaying the hearing 1 week.

Huber wasn't going to testify because his investigation wasn't complete. The warning was
used as bait to get the deep state to expend ammunition.
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13) Sometimes the intended recipient of a message is obvious. Sometimes, it isn't.

14) This message was sent to the deep state during John McCain's state funeral, which served
as cover for a gathering in Washington.

The cabal coordinated their plans and spoke in person (in a SCIF) to evade NSA detection.

15) In April of 2018, Q posted this warning about following people who profit off the
movement. He implied that some people had wrong motives.

16) Understandably, many people took this as a general prohibition against making money. 
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But to find out who Q was speaking to, you need to read other messages.

17) At the time of this post, Jerome Corsi was the most popular Q decoder. Corsi had been
promoting his latest book and had other revenue streams related to his involvement with Q.

18) After Q posted the message "Be careful who you follow" Corsi thought perhaps Q was a
socialist.

Weeks later, he claimed Q had been compromised.

0:00

19) On May 11, Q posted a link to a thread by SerialBrain2 who explained how Infowars and
Jerome Corsi had tried to discredit Q and when that failed, how they tried to subvert the
movement.

20) Reddit removed the original thread by SerialBrain. 
I recreated it here.

The Long and Secret Infowars Against Q - Praying Medic
 The Long and Secret Info Wars Against Q was originally posted on Reddit By

SerialBrain2 but was deleted by Reddit administrators. It has been reproduced here

for those who may find it helpful. I pro…

https://prayingmedic.com/the-long-and-secret-infowars-against-q/
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21) The following day, Q explained that what appeared to be a warning to everyone, was
actually a message intended for Cori and Infowars. They exposed themselves and the problem
was dealt with.

22) After Roseanne Barr retweeted one of my Q videos, an anon accused me of being a"
Paytriot."

23) Another anon pointed out that the problem wasn't money.

It was that Corsi and Infowars had attempted to usurp the movement. 

Q agreed.

24) Last night, Q posted a link to a tweet from the Obama Foundation.

He also posted a photo of George Floyd. 

(The photo is not associated with the link)
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Q wrote: "Reconcile."

25) Here's the tweet. 

The Obama Foundation
@ObamaFoundation

Did you tune in to @BarackObama’s commencement message 
last night? Here are a few of our favorite watch parties.

Respond to this thread with your photos from last night and keep 
the celebration going at obama.org. #GraduateTogether

4,161 4:17 PM - May 17, 2020

7,789 people are talking about this

obama.org
"I'm asking you to believe. Not in my ability to create change—but in
yours." President Barack Obama

obama.org

26) The tweet was posted on May 17th, but George Floyd died on May 25th. 

If you don't know how social media images are displayed, this might make you think the
image was posted a week before Floyd's death.
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27) An anon pointed out that most website images are dynamic in nature. If an image is
changed on a website, it will also change on linked social media posts, regardless of the date
of the post.

28) This does not require a lot of technical expertise to understand. Anyone with a personal
website or blog has probably encountered this phenomenon even though they may not have
understood the technical aspects of how it happens.

29) That Q would not understand this phenomenon seems unlikely to me.

30) Nevertheless, anons thought Q made a mistake and asked him to retract his post.

31) Q responded with a snippet of code.
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32) This sent anons researching. 

This anon came up with the web page where the code came from. 👇

33)

How dev.to dynamically generates social images
We get a lot of questions about how we generate these images dynamically. Here

is the answer. Tagged with meta, ruby, webdev.

https://dev.to/ben/how-devto-dynamically-generates-social-images--2c2n

34) I've seen many interesting theories about what Q was implying with the Obama
Foundation tweet and the snippet of code. 

Here's an example from @calcon79 

Caleb Conner
@calcon79
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Replying to @QNE_ANQN

I personally believe Q showed the code which was used as a 
“bot” to constantly check their preview cards to show he had 
already caught them updating the website before they actually 
posted a new tweet when George Floyd died.  That code does 
not update it returns a result

64 12:38 PM - Jun 7, 2020

22 people are talking about this

35) So far, Q hasn't confirmed any of the theories. 

And I don't think he's going to.

36) Here's why: 
He wasn't addressing anons.
He was sending a message to the people who run the Obama Foundation website.

37) Q seems to have confirmed that with this post.

38)
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• • •

39) 😉

40) The latest post from Q is a tweet by the White House.

41)

The White House
@WhiteHouse

18.4K 7:44 PM - Jun 6, 2020

13.5K people are talking about this
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